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When the great day arrived, people from the neighbouring villages flocked in 
on horseback, or in buggies, to see the wonderful sight of a modern harvester; and as 
I drove it, I was followed by a crowd critically examining the ground to see how much 
[grain] had been thrashedout, and their verdict was "not half so much as by hand work." 
The Russian peasanis following it were simply astounded [and] took off their caps and 
crossed themselves, devoutly praying that they might not have been present at an 
invention of the devil.' 

Historical research on the history of Mennonites in Imperial Russia has 
experienced a renaissance.Wsing an ever expanding list of sources, scholars are 
continuing the work of David G. Rempel and others in rounding out our understand- 
ing of Mennonite society. However, given the new possibilities for research, much 
more needs to be done. Today historians recognize the importance of studying the 
Mennonitecommunities within thecontextofImperial Russia.'In the past, peasants, 
estate owners, and state officials have been portrayed as a supporting cast in a drama 
played out on the limited stage of isolated Mennonite villages and estates. There 
have of course been exceptions. The role played by Imperial administrators in the 
inner landed crisis among Mennonites in the 1860s and 1870s has received the 
scholarly attention it warrants.-' 

Less is known of relations between Mennonites and their Inore immediate 
neighbours: the peasants, estate owners and other "colonists" of the southern 
Ukraine. officially identified as New Russia until the Soviet period. Though one 
might assume that ethnocentric Mennonite scholarship alone is responsible for the 
benign neglect of research on the larger context of New Russia, this is not the case. 
Soviet historians too have given scant attention to the southern Ukraine as a whole 
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in the late Imperial period, and almost no attention to Mennonites or other ethnic 
 group^.^ Thus the historian wishing to understand Mennonite relations with their 
neighbours in New Russia must first identify some of the key features of that larger 
society. An attempt will be made here to sketch one such feature of this larger world, 
and to illustrate its significance for understanding the Mennonite experience. In 
essence, this article suggests that before one can assess how Mennonite lives 
intersected with that of their peasant neighbours it is necessary to analyse and 
understand the dynamics at workin New Russian peasant sectors. This article adopts 
a long range view, spanning two hundred years from the eighteenth to the early 
twentieth century. 

The lands of the southern Ukraine to which the first Mennonites came in 1789 
had only recently come under the control of St. Petersburg. For centuries this region 
had been the home of sedentary Crimean Tatars, nomadic Nogai Tatars on the 
prairies immediately north of the Crimea, and semi-nomadic Cossacks of the 
Dnieper and Don rivers. Once under Imperial Russian control, authorities moved 
quickly in the eighteenth century to relocate European colonists onto these sparsely 
settled lands, while encouraging internal immigration as ~ e l l . ~ O v e r  30,000 foreign- 
ers - mainly from Central Europe - were persuaded to enter the Empire from 
1762-1775, including Polish Jews, Albanians, Swedes, and a number of Germanic 
peoples.'This number grew to approximately 100,000 by 1844, including 52,000 
German Protestants, 27,000 Catholics (many of whom were also of Germanic 
origin), and 2 1,4 1 1 Mennoni te~.~ 

In contrast to the carefully orchestrated settlement of foreigners, the initial 
movement of Russians and Ukrainians into the region was largely spontaneous, 
constantly outstripping the state's efforts to control them. Though the formation of 
the independent Zaporozhian Cossack host had been the most visible manifestation 
of frontier independence priorto the eighteenthcentury, fugitives continued to arrive 
after Imperial authorities hadestablished formal political control.Wany, such as the 
dissident Dukhobors and Molokans, sought religious freedom, and in this regard 
there was a connection between the settlement of Mennonites and Orthodox 
sectarians in the southern Uluaine. Historian F.V. Livanov reported that Dukhobors 
and Molokans deliberately sought to settle close to the Mennonite Molochnaya 
colony after its founding north of the Sea of Azov in 1804." Relatiolls between these 
neighbors and Mennonites during the earliest stages of settlement appear to have 
been positive. 

The state's acceptance of a plurality of settlers at this time reflected both the 
desire to populate the southern Ukraine rapidly, and the awareness that it lacked the 
means to regulate immigration. Authorities were concerned about the potential for 
social instability that such a diversity could create, and therefore relied heavily on 
noble estate owners to exercise social control and political stability in the south, and 
to that end provided generous land grants to nobles willing to relocate there. The 
average size of estates granted was enormous. To cite one example, 94 nobles 
received estategrants in 1776 in Ekaterinoslav district (in which the bulk of Kllortitsa 
Mennonite villages would be founded 13 years later) at an average of 10,800 acres. 



The challenge of establishing estate economies on these massive holdings was 
coupled with the difficulties faced in attracting serfs to settle on private lands.I2The 
average estate in Ekaterinoslav province in 1858 had only 67 serfs, and 52 serfs in 
Tavrida province. Such low numbers, and the constant possibility that mistreated 
serfs would migrate elsewhere, forced nobles to provide more generous living 
arrangements for their serfs than occured elsewhere in the empire. Accounts suggest 
that these serfs were allowed to cultivate as great a portion of demesne lands as they 
wished until the abolition of serfdom in 1861 .I' 

While estate owners, serfs and colonists played important roles in the New 
Russian countryside, almost two-thirds of the rural populace comprised peasants 
livingrelatively independent lives on state owned lands. Officially identified as state 
peasants until 1866, they included Crimean and Nogai Tatars, single homesteaders 
(orlrzodvol-rsy), and several hundred thousand peasants who had been settled in 
military colonies in the northern reaches of New Russia. In almost all cases apart 
from the indigenous Tatars, these peasants had been granted fiscal exemptions in 
New Russia in exchange for military and other services.'.'Among these, for example, 
the "Dniepr pilots" would have been close neighbours to the IUlortitsa Mennonites. 
These peasants were freed from all fiscal and military obligations, and supplied with 
generous land allotments, in exchange for service in guiding boats and barges 
through the Dniepr rapids.I5 Fmther, thousands of other peasants were resettled here 
by state authorities to alleviate the land crisis of the central Russian provinces.I6 

The oldest state peasant villages, dating back to the last quarter of the 
eighteenth century, had been founded alongside sources of water in southern 
Ukraine, especially along the Bug and Dniepr rivers and their tributaries. As such 
locations were limited in this otherwise arid region, these villages grew to an often 
enormous size, dwarfing serf settlements. 35 state peasant villages in Kherson 
province averaged over 500 dwellings by 1859, and the number of such villages had 
grown to 97 by the late 1880s. By that time, Bol'shoi Tokmak, situated beside the 
Mennonite Molochnaya settlement, had over 2,000 homes and 13,000 inhabitants.I7 

New Russian rural society was, then, exceedingly varied and complex in its 
origins and early development. Yet the great scholar V.E. Postnikov noted that, in 
addition to differences between state peasants and serfs, one could nevertheless 
identify more generic characteristics of a New Russian peasant society as it evolved 
in the late nineteenth century.'"tated most succinctly, New Russian peasants 
experienced relatively favourable conditions until the last quarter of the nineteenth 
century, whereafter an increased sense of vulnerability placed them on a collision 
course with other landowners in the region, including Mennonite daughter colonists 
and estate owners. 

New Russian peasants continued to flourish even after their "emancipa- 
tion" in the reforms of the 1860s -even as the provincial gentry found itself in 
difficulties. State peasants benefitted from initial settlement grants in the 
legislation of 1866 which allowed most households as late as 1877 to average 
approxin~ately 40 acres; this was more than adequate for their needs. Conse- 
quently. many villages continued to allow peasant l~ouseholds in their villages 
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to seize and cultivate land on the principle of "squatters' rights."'" 
Here is an example taken from a mainland district in close proximity to the 

Mennonite settlement of Molochnaya: 

With the abundance of land and the weak development of field crops, collisions 
between peasants were not possible ... Whoever was richer and found it too comforting 
to manage their households on the fields closest to the village departed to the farthest 
fields or to "reserve" lands where they constructed a farm [kh~ttor.], dug a well, and 
ploughed and sowed what he wanted." 

State peasants, then, had lands that were large enough to allow for the 
establishment of new settlements at the most distant portion of their collective 
landholdings. 

At first glance, former serfs appear to have been worse off in the aftermath of 
their emancipation in 1861, as their allotments had been reduced to an average of 
18 acres per household, or less than half that of state peasant allotments." And yet, 
given the manner in which estate owners avoided becoming directly involved in 
estate management by flooding the market with land for lease in the 1860s, former 
serfs did have adequate and affordable access to asable land.?' Indeed the high rate 
of redemption payments for allotment land - under the terms of the emancipation 
former serfs had been expected to pay for all lands that they had received - 
motivatedformer serfs to lease estatelands ratherthan pay the taxes owing on village 
holdings." 

Several factors, especiaIIy that of demographic change, accounted for an 
abrupt increase in peasant difficulties after the 1870s. While population densities in 
New Russia were still relatively low compared with central Russian and Ukrainian 
provinces, no other region experienced similarly dramatic increases before 1 900.'4 
New Russia doubled its population between 1863 and 1897, surpassing the six 
million mark by the latter date."This dramatic population increase led to decreased 
per capita peasant land allotments and an increased reliance by peasants on 
supplemental income. At the same time, New Russia lost its role as a frontier within 
the empire, as is indicated by the beginning of peasant emigration from New Russia 
to Siberia in the 1 8 9 0 ~ . ' ~  

Peasant responses to mounting demographic pressures took other forms as 
well." Official statistics indicate, and contemporaries confirm, that peasant grain 
yields increased from 1880 to 1900.'"his was achieved in past through the adoption 
of new agrarian practices as peasants outpaced estate owners in the replacement of 
oxen with horses in field lab~ur .~Teasants  were also acquiring ploughs, reapers, and 
other implements which made possible more rapid and effective c~ltivation.'~ 

Yet New Russian peasants never relied totally on allotment lands for their 
livelihood, and most of their difficulties began beyond the village holdings. 
Supplemental income came traditionally from the large scale leasing of private 
estate lands, as well as seasonal employment on local estates. Peasants in 
Pavlograd district of Ekaterinoslav province, for example, increased their leased 
holdings from 92,880 acres in 1886 to 180,000 acres in 1905 in an effort to offset 
demands made by population increases." Fully 44% of all private estate holdings 



were leased out in the neighbouring district of Alexandrovsk by 1900." 
Land values rose accordingly. Previous lease rates of 80 kopecks to 1 ruble/ 

desiatin in Berdiansk district had jumped to 3-4 rubles in the mid 1890s and to 25 
rubles after 1900. By the latter year, a desiatin of land was selling for 250 rubles, 
whereas it had cost only 15 to 30 rubles in the 1880s." 

Escalating land values were only partially attributable to a greater demand for 
land from the peasants. ~ l s o  important was the recent spurt in land purchasing and 
leasing by the region's Mennonites who played a distinct role in the region's 
unfolding agrarian revolution of the late nineteenth century. Key here was an 
inheritance system unique to them within the region,'-' by which Mennonite landed 
property was considered indivisible. 

Not surprisingly, the maintenance of this system resulted in intense societal 
discord as many siblings and their kin were leftwithout asecure economic base. Over 
60% of Mennonite families in the Molochnaya settlement were landless as of 1841, 
and little improvement could be noted two decades later." However, years of 
discussion within the Mennonite villages, along with the appeal to and intervention 
ofImperial authorities in St. Petersburg, culminated in aremarkable solution. As part 
of it, the original Mennonite settlements of Khortitsa and Molochnaya established 
villages for Mennonite landless on tens of thousands of acres of land which were 
either purchased or leased long term from the nobility.I6 

The founding of these so-called "daughter colonies," or village settlements, 
was accompanied by a spurt in private estate purchasing by Mennonites and others. 
By the 1890s, for example, foreign colonist estates accounted for over 724,000 acres 
in the districts immediately north of the Crimea, with many of these new estates 
going to Mennonites. By that same time, Germans (officially including Mennonites) 
had purchased an additional 540,000 acres in the Crimea itself for village settle- 
ment." 

Revolutionary change in Mennonite agrarian practices in the second half of 
the nineteenth century also had an imrnediate,if ambivalent, impact on the region's 
peasants. One way to measure change in Mennonite agricultural practices is in the 
rise of cultivated land among Mennonite farmers. James Urry notes that "before 
1840 in Molotschna only 5 to 10 dessiatitzs had been cultivated, mainly for self- 
sustenance; by 1865 this land had increased to 25 rlessiatir~s as commercial crops 
were sown; by 1888 45 dessiatitzs were cultivated." Increased cultivation had been 
stimulated by the rise in grain cultivation, and the corresponding adoption of labour 
saving technology." Whereas Mennonites adopted labour intensive practices in the 
first half of the nineteenth century, the switch to capital intensive agriculture after 
the 1850s lessened the need for hired labour, especially when compared to the less 
efficiently managed estates of the Russian n~bi l i ty . '~  The Mennonites' widespread 
adoption of reapers, steel shared ploughs, and threshing machines, along with their 
active participation in estate management, meant that the advantage had shifted 
rapidly away from local peasants by the 1890s."'This new found prosperity in estate 
and colonist agriculture is revealed by the fact that a small labour market was rarely 
noted after 1890, whereas it had been an oft cited complaint earlier.'" The region's 
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peasantry viewed these circumstances negatively, and initially focused their anger 
on the thousands of migratory labourers who annually arrived from the northern 
Ukrainian and Russian  province^.^^ 

The steady increase of Mennonites with intensive agrarian practices now 
resident on private estates and villages throughout New Russia, accentuated tensions 
with local peasant neighbours who were hard pressed for land. This was less so with 
Mennonites from the "mother colonies" of Khortitsa and Molochnaya who had long 
been positively regarded as agricultural innovators not only by state  official^,^' but 
also by peasants living in adjoining villages. Several reasons account for these 
positive relations. As noted above, the Molochnaya Mennonite settlement had 
attracted Orthodox sectarians to settle nearby. Among these, Molokans were also 
influenced by contacts with other non-Orthodox Christians, including the Quaker 
William Allen, in 1800. Molokans and Dukhobors were considered more industri- 
ous than Orthodox peasants, and this may partly explain why they readily adopted 
Mennonite agricultural innovations. Neighbouring peasants also relied on Mennon- 
ite artisans to repair implements, whereas in some villages contact with the 
Mennonite firms stimulated similar peasant artisan initiative." As a result, the 
transformation of Mennonite agriculture in the late I 9th century resulted in a parallel 
development among peasant neighbours who lived alongside Mennonite settle- 
ments for generations. Going through the changes together reinforced civil rela- 
t i o n ~ . ~ ~  

Such was not the experience, however, with peasants living on or nearrecently 
acquired Mennonite landholdings, resulting in the removal of noble estate lands 
from the rental market; a market upon which peasants had long depended. This was 
especially the case with those peasants (desiatiizslzclziki ) who had received no land, 
or so-called "beggarly allotments," at the time of their emancipation, making them 
completely dependent on lease arrangements.Jh Although Mennonites viewed 
themselves as agricultural innovators in these newly acquireddaughtercolonies, and 
although their practices would have paralleled those used in the Molochnaya and 
Khortitsa settlements, peasants considered their role to be that of usurpers constrict- 
ing peasant l i ~ e l i h o o d . ~ ~  

Growing peasant friction in southern Ukraine at the dawn of the twentieth 
century, then, was the result of increased difficulties in obtaining the supplemental 
incomes necessary to eke out an existence."' These tensions were first manifested 
in arguments between rich and poorpeasants over access to village allotmentlands.J9 
Rapidly escalating land values in Berdiansk district (home of the Molochnaya 
Mennonite settlement) caused local correspondents to comment that "traditional 
village life is disintegrating into two enemy camps, and the struggle between them 
currently occupies the leading place in rural public life [v obslzchestven~~oi zhizni 
de~~evni]."~~Conternporary allotment figures conceal the fact that the mass of poorer 
peasants, because of insufficient seed, livestock, or machinery, were annually 
compelled to lease out their lands to more prosperous fellow villagers. Relations 
between villagers were often further embittered when peasants attempted to lease 
out the same land parcels to several different leasers in exchange for seed  advance^.^' 



Social tensions within the village spilled over into matters of general 
management, including the question of whether land division should be based on the 
number of living souls or on the number of souls registered in the census of 1 858.5' 
The difficulty in determining the manner of land division was such that villages 
delayed making a decision on land redistribution, and tensions increased.;' If a 
consensus had emerged among New Russia's allotment peasants in the late 
nineteenth century, it was that the problems causing these intra-village tensions 
originated in rapidly changing agrarian practices outside of their communal 
holdings, and that internal social tensions could be eased if the problems outside the 
village were solved. This is exactly what the region's peasants would seek to do in 
1905, and again in 1917, when they engaged in "black" repartitioning of all land. 

What can one say about the role played by Mennonites in the larger drama 
unfolding in southern Ukraine at this time? Several observations seem appropriate: 

By 1900 Mennonites had reached a point where a combination of factors 
jeopardised their continued wellbeing in the Empire. Most peasants with whom 
Mennonites would have interacted in the late Imperial period would have considered 
them to be a part of "privileged Russia."54 There were certainly grounds for that 
impression. Almost all Mennonites believed, for example, in private as opposed to 
communal property rights. Furthermore, Mennonites seemed to incorporate most of 
the values of the Imperial justice system into their own, rather than subvert it with 
contrary internal norms, as happened in peasant communities throughout the 
Empire.s5 While this does not mean that Mennonites had become individualists 
lacking in community solidarity, it does suggest that their values and practices 
alienated Ukrainian peasant neighbours. 

Even so, Mennonites by 1900 had become fearfully aware of the strict limits 
to their association with privilegedRussia. Contemporary Mennonite writers clearly 
saw that the rise of Russian nationalism presented an "awesome external [force]"; 
and it was this formidable threat which was unleashedduring World W ~ I . ~ ~ D e s p i t e  
Mennonite efforts to portray themselves as loyal subjects of the Empire, the intense 
nationalist fervour evoked at that time, and the discriminatory legisiation of 1915- 
17 which resulted from it, demonstrated the degree to which privileged society had 
identified these erstwhile Dutch Anabaptists as German foreigners." 

Peasant neighbours formed their impressions of Mennonites primarily upon 
social and economic bases, and here the results were ambivalent. On the one had, 
the older colonies of Molochnaya and Khortitsa had established favourable relations 
with peasants in adjoining villages, some of whom were Orthodox sectarians who 
had deliberately settled close to Mennonites. These peasant villagers adopted many 
of the agrarian innovations introduced by Mennonites in the second half of the 
nineteenth century, and thereby maintained positive relations. On the other hand, 
negative relations appear to have existed between peasants and newly formed 
Mennonite estates and daughter colonies. In these cases, Mennonites entered new 
rural microcosms with meteor-like speed, giving neighbouring peasants little time 
to adjust to the abrupt removal of lease lands upon which they had previously relied. 
Mennonites also had little difficulty finding sufficient agricultural labourers for their 
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economies in the rising tide of seasonal migrants from the north, itself a source of 
anger to local peasants. Feelings of usurpation and resentment, therefore, would 
have been strong in peasant villages of the southern Ukraine. 

Lastly, it is one of the ironies ofhistory that Mennonites livedas model citizens 
of the Empire and still lost out after 1917-hence their lingering sense of injustice. 
They prided themselves on being good subjects, and hadeven reliedon Imperial help 
to sort out a bitter landed crisis. Its resolution through the establishment of daughter 
colonies brought internal social peace to Mennonite villages for the first time in 
decades. It is also clear that, within their settlements, Mennonites strove to maintain 
a sence of community cohesion. One can also appreciate their desire to maximize 
efficiency and profits by using labour saving technology and to work the land 
themselves rather than lease it out to adjoining peasant villages. 

Such conditions may not have presented any difficulties to the Molokan and 
Dukhobor settlements beside the Molochnaya. But by 1900, the majority ofpeasant 
neighbours considered Mennonite communities to be a part of a privileged Russia 
in which peasants had no stake and with which they had even less patience. Over a 
century of development had left Mennonites between a rock and a hard place, 
alienated from both privileged Russia and peasant Ukraine. 
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X-l~o:iaist~~erzrlor~~ po1o:henii selerlii: t. I, Melitopol.skogo ~rezda, vyp. 1 (Simferopol, 1885), p. 45. 

"Stotisrikcr po:erirel'rioi sobstl~enrzosti i rinselerir~)~kli rllesr ' El~ropeiskoi Rossii. Po darlrlyrrl 
obslrdo\~crriiin, proir~~ederlriogo statisficlleskirili rrchwzhderliiarrli Mirli.stel:st~~n Vrllit~rl~~ikll Del' po 
porlrcherliin Stulisriclre.skogo Solletcr. Vol. VIII (St. Petersburg, 1880). 18-26; 52-58: 62-63; 84-89, and 
92. 

"Contemporaries portrayed New Russian estates at mid century as being like ships without sails 
orrudders ancragreat storm, with the great storm being theemancipation of 186 1. See "Khoziaistvennyia 
zametki," Zcrpiski irrlpernto,:skogo obshchest~m sel'.skogo k11o:inistl~cr izlzrloi Rossi ( 1 863). pp. 20 1-203. 
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'?Sbouiik sl~ederiii po Ekcrteriiiosla~~skoi guberriii, T .  111, Sla~~inrioserbskii 1re;d (Ekaterinoslav, 
1886). p. 48; Moterinl)~ dl in otseriki zerr~el Kliersoriskoi glrberriii: T. 111, Alekscrr~driiskii lre:d (ICherson, 
1888), pp. 165-66; and Mnrerial)~ dl in otseriki zerrlel Kliersoriskoi glrberr~ii; T. Iv, Tircr.spuI.skii rrezd 
(Kherson, 1889), p. 127. 

'"A wonderful image of this transformation is provided in A. Markovskii. "Iz iuzhnoi Rossii," 
Ze17iledel'cheskaia gazeta 1899 guda (#12, 1899), 242-245. 

'5Stafistic/~eskii vrernenrlik Rossiiskoi irllperii (St. Petersburg, 1866), pp. 12- 13.26-27, and 30- 
3 1 ; A.G. Rashin, Nnseleriie Rossiizn 100lef '  (181 1-1913)g.g.) (Moscow, 1956). pp. 44-45; and Perl~ctin 
~~seobs/ic/nisperepisrin.~eler~iicr Rossiiskoi Irnperii 18976.. (St. Petersburg. 1903), vol. 13 (Ekaterinoslav), 
p. 1; vol. 47 (Kherson), p. I ; and vol. 41 (Tavrida), p. I .. 

' "Fo rexample, Tsentralnyi Gosudarstvennyi Istoricheskii Arkhiv SSSR v Leningrade (hereafter 
TsGIA) fond 1824, opis 223, delo 200 gives the account for Kherson province in 1893. Most peasant 
emigranls were bound for Siberia. 

"Emigration also had an ethnic component to it, as was noted in the 600-800 Tatars who moved 
out of the Crimea in the early 1890s. Noted in TsGIA 1284, op. 194, d. 89. 

"I 90 1 kommissii, p. 17 1 ; and Slrud .statistiche.skikh sl~edenii po .sel'.skur7ly klio:inist~y Rossii i 
korztslr XIX ~ ~ e k u ,  vyp. I (St. Petersburg, 1902). pp. 124-125; and N. ICablultov, B uslo~iicrkh rcrz~litiirr 
kres~'inrzsl;ngo lilio:icrist~~n 11 Rossii, 2nd ed. (Moscow, 1908). p. 336. See also A.O. Fabrikant, Robochii 
~ ~ o p r o s  11 se/'skorr~ k/iorioi.sl~~e Nol~orossii, vyp. I (Petrograd 1917), p. 27. 

"TsGIA f. 1284, op. 223, d. 239, p. 34; and Witte for ICherson Province, p. 76. 
i"The acquisition of newer implements was often determined by proximity to those estate owners 

and Mennonite colonists using them. The latter were especially inlluential in this regard, as their own 
implement industry provided a further stimulus, as well as the possibility for ready replacement parts. 
TsGIA f. 1284, op. 223, d. 239, p. 5; A. Markovskii, "Iz iuzhnoi Rossii," in Zerilledel'cheskcricr gcrzetcr 
1899 godcr, #12(1899). 243; and V.I. Postnikov, IUzhr1u-rlr.sskoe, 6-7. 

"P. Kutov, "Zemlevladeniie Pavlogradskogo uezda," Vestrlik sel'skogo khotierist~~a, #I3 (26 
March 1906, p.8 

i'MnterinlJl d l in  otser~ki ierriel'Ekaferir~o.sln~~skoi gllbemii,  T.11, A I e k . s c ~ ~ ~ d r u ~ ~ ~ k i i  rreid. 
(Ekaterinoslav, 1902). p.65. 

'iN.I.N.. "Iz Berdianskogo uezda," Vestriik Tn~~ricl iesl~ogo Ze~rlsflm, # 112 (January 1905), pp. 
62-63. It was generally conceded that peasants were being hurt by rising rates. This is noted in, for 
example, the governor's report for Ekaterinoslav province for 1901 in TsGIA f. 1282, op. 3, d. 545, p. 
24 ob. See also G. Boiko, "lz IChersonskogo zemstva" Zerr~ledel'cheskcricr gcrzetcr 1899 godcr, #20 ( 15. 
V. 1899). p. 429. A dcsiatin was a measure of land, approximately 2.7 acres. 

iJ On Ukrainian and Russian peasant inheritance practices, see Christine D. Worobec, Pecrsarlt 
Rlrssicr. Fcrr7rily trrid Cor7~17~rr11itj~ ill the Post-Erircir~cipcrtior~ Period (Princeton: University Press, 1991 ), 
ch. 11-111. 

iiPostnikov, 1~r:lrnoe rlrsskoe, p. 309; Urry, Norre but Sairlts, ch. 11; David G. Rempel. "The 
Mennonite Commonwealth in Russia. A Sketch of its Founding and Endurance, 1789-1919" (Con- 
cluded) Meririorlite Qlrarterly Review. 48 (1974), pp. 5-6; and David G. Rempel, "The Mennonite 
Colonies in New Russia. A study of Their Settlement and Economic Development from 1789 to 1914" 
(Pl1.D. diss., Stanford University, 1933), p. 182. 

'"For the complete solution, see Dyck, A Merlrroriite irz Rrrs.sicr. 60-6 1 ; and Urry, Noire Brrt Soirits, 
ch. 1 1-12. Dyck ( A  Merlrioriite iri Rrtssicr, p. 62) has calculated that an average of six Mennonite villages 
were established annually between 1869 and 1914. 

"Postnikov, 11r:hrloe Russkoe. 293, 299. Mcnnonitcs purchased these lands Srom Russian 
nobles, and it was the later's departure Srom the Crimea especially which prompted increased concern 
about Mennonite land expansion in the south. 

inJames Urry. "Mennonite Economic Development in the Russian Mirror," Merlr1onite.s irl 
Rlrssia, 1788-1988. E.ssays iri Horlorrr orGerlinrd Lohrerlz, ed. by John Friesen (Winnipeg, 1989), p. 
106. 

i'This does not mean that Mennonites did not require labourers; rather that fewer were required 
than when Russian estate owners had managed the estates. On Mennonite estate ownvers and hired 



labour see Al Reimer, "Peasant Aristocracy: The Mennonite Grrtsbe,sit;ertrrrrl in Russia," Jo~rrrlnl of 
Merzrrorzite Studies 8(1990), 83-84. 

"'Urry, "Mennonite Economic Development," pp. 107-109. On general trends for this period, see 
R. Munting, "Mechanisation and dualism in Russian agriculture," Jorrrrlnl uf Errropenrl Ecorlorrlic 
History ( 1979). 743-60. 

1888 god 11 sel '.skokho:icristve~z~~or~~ otriosher~iipo ntvetcrril, p o l r r i c l ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~  ot khozi~riev, vyp. 11. 
(St. Petersburg, 1888). pp. 5, 10, and 14; and 1903 god, vyp. IV (St. Petersburg, 1903). pp. 25,27, and 
29. Many estate owners by the late 1880s had actually begun to record annual labour surpluses. For 
example, 1888 god, vyp. I1 (St. Petersburg, 1886), pp. 7, 12, and 15; 1889 god, vyp. 11 ( 1889), pp. 5, 7, 
and 9; 1895 god, vyp, IV ( 1  8951, pp. 36,37, and 41: and 190 1 god, vyp. IV ( 1  901), pp. 27-30. Also L.M. 
Ivanov, "0 kapitalisticheskoi i otrabotochnoi sistemakh v selskom khoziaistve pomeshchikov na 
Ukraine v kontse XIX v.", Vopros~l istor-;; selskogo k l~ozic~isr~~n i revolir~t.sionrlogo dllizherliia 11 Rossii 
(Moscow, 1961). 

.'?Thus New Russian peasants viewed peasant labourers from the northern provinces as usurpers. 
For an example of one such confrontation between local and migratory peasant labourers, see V. 
IChizhniakov, "Sel'skie rabochie na rynkakh Khersonskoi gubernii," Zliizr~, Vol. 1-11 (January and 
February, 1900), 166. 

.'?On this, see Harvey L. Dyck, "Imperial Servitor and Mennonite Hero: Light and Shadow in 
Images of Johann Cornies," Jo~rnlnl of M e r ~ r ~ o r ~ i t e  Stlrdies 2(1984), 9-28. 

4"Livanov, 0storo:hr~iki i rcrskol'rziki, vol. 11, pp. 178, 165, and 455 f. 
."Postnikov, I~r3111oe-rrrsskoe, 293. 
. 'hGos~rdc~rst~~e~~~il~i  crrklril~ Odesskoi oblnsti (hereafter GAOO) f. 634, op. I ,  d. 840, pp. 18- 1 8ob; 

TsGIA f. 1282, op. 3, d. 463, p. 33; and TsGIA f.  1284, op. 223, d. 192, pp. 19ob.-26. 
47Postnikov, I~rzlznoe rrrs,skoe. 290-29 1. 

this, the Governor for Kherson province himself doubted in 1905 that one could make a 
connection between lowered grain yields and peasant unrest. Noted in TsGIA, 1. 1263, op. 4, d. 52, p. 
14. 

."Em. Kogon, "Krest'ianskoe dvizhenie v Ekaterinoslavskom uezde v 1905 g.," Letol~is 
rel~olirrtsii, No. 6 (33) 1928, p.17 1. See also pp. 183 and 187 for similar comments. 

j" N.I.N. 'Iz Berdianskogo uezda, "Vestrlik Tc~~laricheskogo Zerrr.stlm, no. 112 (January 1905), 
pp. 63-64. 

S '  "Selo Spasskoe," Vestrlik Tcrl~aricheskogo Zerristlln, no. 819 (Aprilhlay 1905), pp. 120- 121 ; 
and "Selo Kairy," Vestrlik Tn~~nricheskogoZeri~st~~rr, no. 19 (October, 1904), p.48. Also A.M. Anlimov, 
Zerrrel'rlaicr rrrerlndcr 11 Rossii I )  rznclrnle XX vekrr (Moscow, 1961). p. 25. 

"Such a dispute was noted in the village oCRozhdestvesnkoe, situated in Dneprovsk district or  
Tavrida province. See "Selo Rozhdestvenskoe," Ve.strrik Tm~crricl~eskogo Zerrrstvn no. 6 (March 1905). 
p. 33 

"As such delays hurt precisely those peasants who were coming of age and seeking to establish 
themselves, the conflict - as in the 1880s -was one ofthe generational more than class dimensions. For 
example, thc village of Mat'veevka in Tavrida province had, in its last land division of 1896, excluded 
all males under six years oS age. See Vestrlik Trr~~riclleskogo Zerrrst18a (MaylJune 1905). p. 1 10; and 
Vestrlik Tc~r~riche,skogo Zerrrst~~cr (#XI9 1905), p. 126. On the peasant peredel' and the rationale behind it, 
see Boris N. Mironov, "Sotsial'naia mobilnost' i sotisialnoe rassloenie v Russkoi dercvne XIX - nachale 
XX vv.," Prwblerrgr rn:~litiia feodnliz~rrcr i knpitalbrm ~~.strnrlakl~ Baltikn (Tartu 1972), pp. 172- 173; and 
M.M., "ICak vedytsia krest'iansltie percdely zemli na iug Rossii," Vestrlik Tn~~riche.sI;ogo Zerristcr~'n, #I 
(July 1903), pp. 45-48. 

'.'I use the terminology found in Teodor Shanin, Tlze Roots of 0thenzes.s: Rrrssirr's Trifir (?/'the 
CEII I I I I I ) ' .  Val. 2, R I I S S ~ ~ I .  1905-1907. Rei~olrr/iorl cr.s n Morrrerlt oJ'Trr,fh (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1986. Estate owners and provincial orficials are included in privileged Russia. 

'5Peasant beliel; Ibr examplc, that property "riglits" were not determined by property deed, but 
by family and community nccds, pointcd to a fundamental violation of Imperial, and Mennonite, 
properly norms. See the recent article on peasant justice by Cathy Fricrson, "Crime and Punishment in 
the Russian Village: Rural Concepts of Criminality at the End of the Ninctcenth Century," in SIm,ic 
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Re~~ieu: 46 (Spring, 1987), pp. 55-69. To cite but one example, peasant justice required punishment for 
those stealing from other peasants, but did not consider the theft of a landlord's wood to be a crime. 

5"Dyck ,"Russian Mennonitism," p. 3 16. 
57 Rempel, Mennonite Commonwealth in Russia," pp. 52-53; and John B. Toews, C:crr.s. Soviets 

and Met~rlot~ites (Newton: Faith and Life Press, 1982), pp.74-76. 




